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Radiation from accelerated black holes in an anti–de Sitter universe

Jiřı́ Podolský,* Marcello Ortaggio,† and Pavel Krtousˇ‡
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We study gravitational and electromagnetic radiation generated by uniformly accelerated charged black
holes in anti–de Sitter spacetime. This is described by theC-metric exact solution of the Einstein-Maxwell
equations with a negative cosmological constantL. We explicitly find and interpret the pattern of radiation that
characterizes the dependence of the fields on a null direction from which the~timelike! conformal infinity is
approached. This directional pattern exhibits specific properties which are more complicated if compared with
recent analogous results obtained for asymptotic behavior of fields near a de Sitter–like infinity. In particular,
for large acceleration the anti–de Sitter–like infinity is divided by Killing horizons into several distinct
domains with a different structure of principal null directions, in which the patterns of radiation differ.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the context of exact solutions of Einstein’s field equ
tions, gravitational radiation has been studied for decade
particular, various techniques have been developed to ri
ously characterize asymptotic properties of the gravitatio
field, i.e., the geometry of spacetime at ‘‘large distanc
from bounded sources.

In the fundamental work@1# gravitational waves emitted
by axisymmetric systems were analyzed by considering
expansion of metric functions in inverse powers of an app
priate ‘‘radial’’ coordinater parametrizing outgoing null geo
desics. In particular, the news function was defined that c
acterizes radiation, and which is related to a decreas
~Bondi! mass of the source. Generalizations and refinem
of this method, with a deeper understanding of its relation
the Petrov types~such as the peeling-off behavior of th
Weyl tensor! were subsequently achieved in@2–6#, see, e.g.,
@7–10# for reviews. Nevertheless, in these works the analy
of radiative fields remained confined toasymptotically flat
spacetimes thus ruling out, for instance, the presence
nonvanishing cosmological constantL. In addition, it was
based on the use of privileged coordinate systems.

It was Penrose@11–13#, see @14# for a comprehensive
overview, who introduced acovariant approach to the defi
nition of radiation for massless fields, which is based on
conformal treatment of infinity~a comparison of the Bondi
Sachs and Penrose approaches was recently present
@15#!. This enables one to apply methods of local differen
geometry ‘‘at infinity,’’ and thus to define in a rigorous ge
metric way such basic concepts as the Bondi mass,
peeling-off property, and the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs group
asymptotic symmetries. In particular, gravitational radiat
propagating along a given null geodesic is described by
C4 component of the Weyl tensor projected on a paralle
transported complex null tetrad at infinity. The crucial po
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is that such a tetrad is~essentially! determineduniquelyby
the conformal geometry@14#. Moreover, an advantage of th
Penrose method is that it can be naturally applied also
asymptotically simple spacetimes whichinclude the cosmo-
logical constant @12–14#. This is quite remarkable sinc
there is no analogue of the news function in the presenc
L @16,17#.

However, specific new features appear in the case
asymptotically de Sitter (L.0) or anti–de Sitter (L,0)
spacetimes, for which the conformal infinityI is, respec-
tively, spacelike or timelike@12–14,18#. First of all, the con-
cept of radiation for a massless field is ‘‘less invariant’’
cases whenI is not null. Namely, it emerges as necessar
direction dependent since the choice of the above-mentio
null tetrad, and thus the radiative componentC4 of the field,
turns out to bedifferent for different null geodesics reachin
the same point onI. This is related to the fact that with
nonvanishingL even fields ofnonacceleratedsources are
radiative along agenericdirection, as it has been shown fo
test charges@19# or for Reissner-Nordstro¨m black holes@20#
in a de Sitter universe, and it will be shown here for a ne
tive L ~Sec. V C!. In addition, the character of infinity play
a crucial role in the formulation of the initial value problem
A spacelikeI implies the insufficiency of purely retarde
massless fields so that, for example, in de Sitter space pu
retarded solutions of the Maxwell equations are imposs
for generic charge distributions@21#. On the other hand, it is
well known that a timelikeI prevents the existence of
Cauchy surface, and one is necessarily led to a kind
‘‘mixed initial value boundary problem,’’ see, e.g.,@22–24#.
For all the above reasons, the definition of radiation is mu
less obvious whenLÞ0.

Any explicit exact example of a source which genera
gravitational waves in an~anti–!de Sitter universe is thus o
paramount importance since this may provide us with insi
into the character of radiation in spacetimes which are
asymptotically flat. Exact solutions with boost-rotation sym
metry @25–27#, which represent radiative spacetimes w
uniformly accelerating sources, play a unique role wh
L50. Among these theC-metric, which describes accele
ated black holes, admits a natural generalization to a non
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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nishing value of the cosmological constant, and it will th
be considered in the present paper.

The C-metric @28–31# is a classic solution of the
Einstein~-Maxwell! equations which has been physically i
terpreted and analyzed in fundamental papers@32–35# and in
many other works, see, e.g.,@25,27,36–38# for references
and summary of the results. A generalization of the stand
C-metric to admit a nonvanishing value ofL has also been
known for a long time@39#, cf. @40,41# ~also, related solu-
tions have been obtained by considering extremal limits
the C-metric with an arbitraryL @42#!. These spacetime
have found successful application to the problem of cosm
logical pair creation of black holes@43–46#. However, a
deeper understanding of their physical and global proper
including the character of radiation, has been missing u
recently. The interpretation of theC-metric solutions with
L.0, in particular the meaning of parameters in the me
and the relation to the ‘‘background’’ de Sitter universe, w
clarified in @47# by introducing an appropriate coordina
system adapted to uniformly accelerated observers.
causal structure was further studied in@48# for various
choices of the physical parameters. Very recently@20#, we
have carefully analyzed theC-metric withL.0 and, among
other results, we have demonstrated that gravitational
electromagnetic fields of this exact solution exhibit asym
totically a specific directional pattern of radiation atI. In-
terestingly, this directional dependence of fields on null
rections from which the conformal infinity is approached
the same as for the test fields of uniformly accelera
charges in a de Sitter universe@19#.

In the present work we wish to investigate an analog
asymptotic behavior of fields of theC-metric withL,0, i.e.,
the directional dependence at conformal infinityI of radia-
tion generated by uniformly accelerated~possibly charged!
black holes in an anti–de Sitter universe. Some fundame
differences from the casesL>0 appear sinceI now has a
timelike character. In fact, the whole structure of th
‘‘anti–de SitterC-metric’’ is much more complex and new
peculiar phenomena thus occur. As observed in@49# and
thoroughly studied in the recent work@38#, for a small value
of acceleration,A,A2L/3, the metric describes asingle
uniformly accelerated black hole in an anti–de Sitter u
verse@50# whereas forA.A2L/3 this representsa pair of
accelerated black holes. The ‘‘limiting case’’ given b
A5A2L/3, previously investigated in@51,52#, plays a spe-
cial important role in the context of the Randall-Sundru
model since it describes a black hole bound to a two-bran
four dimensions. However, this case is not investigated in
present work.

Our paper is organized as follows. First, in Sec. II w
present theC-metric solution with a negative cosmologic
constant, in particular the Robinson-Trautman coordina
which will be used in the subsequent analysis. Basic pro
ties of the solution are also summarized, including a desc
tion of the global structure. Sections III–V contain the co
of our analysis. First we define a suitable interpretation tet
parallelly transported along null geodesics approaching
ymptotically a given point on conformal infinityI from all
possible spacetime directions. The magnitude of the lead
12400
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terms of gravitational and electromagnetic fields in such
tetrad then provides us with a specific directional pattern
radiation. Convenient parametrizations of null directions a
proachingI are introduced in Sec. IV, and the results a
subsequently described and analyzed in Sec. V. This is d
for both the cases of a single black hole and a pair of bl
holes accelerating in an anti–de Sitter universe~and for van-
ishing acceleration!. The paper also contains two appendixe
In Appendix A the behavior of radiation along special nu
directions is studied. In particular, for geodesics along pr
cipal null directions the results are obtained in closed expl
form without performing asymptotic expansions of th
physical quantities nearI. Appendix B summarizes the Lor
entz transformations of the null-tetrad components of
gravitational and electromagnetic fields.

II. THE C-METRIC WITH A NEGATIVE COSMOLOGICAL
CONSTANT

The C-metric with a cosmological constantL,0, con-
tained in the family of solutions@39#, can be written as

g5
1

A2~x1y!2 S 2Fdt21
1

F
dy21

1

G
dx21Gdw2D ,

~2.1!

whereF andG are, respectively, polynomials ofy andx,

F5
2L

3A2 211y222mAy31e2A2y4,

G512x222mAx32e2A2x4. ~2.2!

These functions are mutually related by

F52Q~y!1
2L

3A2 , G5Q~2x!, ~2.3!

whereQ(w)512w212mAw32e2A2w4. The metric~2.1!
is a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations with a no
null electromagnetic field given by

F5edy∧dt, ~2.4!

or related expressions which can be obtained by a cons
duality rotation. There exist two double-degenerate princi
null directions~PNDs!

k1}t2Fy , k2}t1Fy , ~2.5!

so that the spacetime is of the Petrov typeD. It admits two
Killing vectorst , w , and oneconformal Killing tensorQ
~cf. Refs.@14,53,54#!,

Q5
1

A4~x1y!4 S Fdt22
1

F
dy21

1

G
dx21Gdw2D .

~2.6!

The metric ~2.1! can describe different spacetimes, d
pending on the choice of parameters and of ranges of c
dinates. We are interested in the physically most relev
4-2
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RADIATION FROM ACCELERATED BLACK HOLES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D68, 124004 ~2003!
case when the metric describes one black hole or pair
black holes uniformly accelerated in anti–de Sitter univer
In this case the constantsA, m, e, and C, such that
wP(2pC,pC), characterize acceleration, mass, charge
the black holes, and conicity of thew symmetry axis, respec
tively. They have to satisfym>0, e2,m2, A, C.0, and they
have to be such that the functionG has four real roots in the
charged case (e,mÞ0) or three real roots in the uncharge
case (e50,mÞ0). The coordinatesx, y have to satisfy
y.2x andxP@xf ,xb#, wherexf,0,xb are two roots ofG,
namely those closest to zero@see @20,38,44,50# for details
and discussion of other cases, cf. also Figs. 1~d! and 3 be-
low#. From these conditions we obtain 0<G<1, and
m12e2Ax.0. The spacetime~2.1! reduces to the anti–d
Sitter universe form50, e50.

The coordinatesx and w are longitudinal and latitudina
angular coordinates,xf denotes the axis ofw symmetry ex-
tending from the ‘‘forward’’ pole of the black hole~in the
direction of acceleration! to infinity, whereasxb denotes the
axis from the opposite ‘‘backward’’ pole. For nonvanishin
acceleration the axis cannot be regular everywhere—at l
one part of it has to have a nontrivial conicity, depending
the choice of the parameterC. This corresponds to the pres
ence of cosmic strings~or struts! which are responsible fo
the acceleration of the black holes, see the references a
for more details.

The spacetime metric~2.1! can be put into various forms
In this paper we concentrate on investigation of radiat
near infinity, for which the Robinson-Trautman form see
to be a convenient one. Introducing real coordinatesr, u and
complex coordinatesz, z̄ by

Ar5~x1y!21,

Adu5
dy

F
1dt,

1

&
~dz1dz̄ !5

dy

F
2

dx

G
1dt,

i

&
~dz2dz̄ !5dw, ~2.7!

we put theC-metric ~2.1! into the form@55#

g5
r 2

P2 dz∨dz̄2du∨dr 2Hdu2. ~2.8!

The metric functions are

P225G, H5A2r 2~F1G!, ~2.9!

or explicitly

H52
L

3
r 222r ~ ln P! ,u1D ln P2

2

r
~m12e2Ax!1

e2

r 2 ,

~2.10!

with D52P2]z]z̄ , wherex is expressed using the relation
12400
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G~x!
5Au2

1

&
~z1 z̄ !. ~2.11!

The functions~2.9!, ~2.10! represent a particular case, corr
sponding to theC-metric, of the standard general expressi
for the Robinson-Trautman spacetimes@31#. As opposed to
the metric form~2.1!, the Robinson-Trautman coordinate
allow an explicit limitA50. The coordinates are not define
globally but it is possible to cover the whole universe
many coordinate patches of the same type. Therefore,
sufficient to study the spacetime only in just one Robins
Trautman coordinate map; such a patch is indicated b
shaded domain in Figs. 4–6. We additionally assume th
that the coordinateu is increasing from the past to the futur

The global causal structure of theC-metric withL,0 has
recently been analyzed in@38#. In particular, the character o
infinity, singularities, and possible horizons has been
scribed in detail.

Infinity I of the spacetime is given by

r 5`, or equivalently x1y50, ~2.12!

where the conformal factor

V5
1

r
5A~x1y! ~2.13!

vanishes. The conformal~unphysical! metric g̃5V2g,

g̃5
1

P2 dz∨dz̄1du∨dV2HV2du2, ~2.14!

is regular at infinity, given byV50. Moreover, it follows
from Eq. ~2.10! that atI the metric function reads

HV2U
I
52

L

3
, ~2.15!

i.e., it is independent of the parametersm, e, and A. The
vectornP52(HV2V1u) is orthogonal to each hypersu
face V5const. In particular, it is outgoing and normal
infinity I at any of its point, with the normg̃(nP,nṖ)
5HV252L/3.0. The universe is thus weakly asympto
cally anti–de Sitter@16#, at least locally, with the conforma
infinity I having a timelike character~in general, it is not
asymptotically anti–de Sitter according to the definiti
based on the ‘‘reflective boundary condition’’@16,17,23,56#:
the (211)-metric induced onI by g̃ is not conformally flat
since the associated Bach tensor is nonvanishing!. Through-
out the paper, however, it will be more convenient to emp
the spacelike outward vectorn5nP/AH orthogonal toI,

n5AHr2
1

AH
u , ~2.16!

which has a unit normn•n5g(n,n)51 with respect to the
physicalmetric.

At r 50 the metric has unbounded curvature which cor
sponds to a physical singularity hidden behind the black h
4-3
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PODOLSKÝ, ORTAGGIO, AND KRTOUŠ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 68, 124004 ~2003!
horizon. Similarly to theC-metric with vanishingL @32–37#
or theC-metric withL.0 @20,47,48#, the zeros of the func-
tion F correspond toKilling horizons associated witht .
Interestingly, unlike in theL>0 case, the anti–de Sitte
C-metric describes either a single uniformly accelera
black hole~for A,A2L/3), or a pair of uniformly acceler-
ated black holes~whenA.A2L/3).

A. A single accelerated black hole

Indeed, as described in@38,50#, when the acceleration pa
rameterA is small, namelyA,A2L/3, andmÞ0, the met-
ric ~2.1!, ~2.2! describes asingleuniformly accelerated black
hole. The condition of small acceleration guarantees that
function F has only two zerosyo ,yi in the charged case, o
only one zeroyo for the uncharged black hole. These zer
defineouter and, if applicable,inner horizons of the black
hole. The relevant ranges of coordinatesx, y representing the
spacetime outside the black hole are depicted in Fig. 1~d!.

In @38# the causal structure of this spacetime was rep
sented by the Penrose-Carter conformal diagram of a t
dimensionalt-y section~i.e., the section of constant angul
coordinatesx, w!. This section is, in fact, spanned by th
PNDs k1 and k2 , cf. Eq. ~2.5!. A part of such a conforma
diagram representing an exterior of the black hole is depic
in Fig. 1~c!. The conformal infinityI is indicated here by a
double line. The outer horizonsHo , given byy5yo , sepa-
rate region II outside the black hole from an interior of t
black hole, denoted as III@57#. A more detailed structure o
the interior of the black hole depends on whether the hol
charged or not, and its causal structure is analogous to
Schwarzschild or Reissner-Nordstro¨m black holes. Becaus
we are mainly interested in region II near the infinity, we w
not discuss the interior of the hole here.

It seems to be more instructive to combine thet-y sections
for different values ofx into a unifying three-dimensiona
picture in which just the coordinatew is suppressed, as it i
done in Fig. 1~a!. Despite the fact that this is not a comple
and rigorous conformal diagram, it helps to visualize a
understand the global causal structure of the spacetime.
outer horizonHo of the black hole is here indicated by tw
joined conical surfaces, and the conformal timelike infinityI
is depicted as a deformed outer boundary. It has a ‘‘simp
topologyR3S2 if we include ‘‘nonsmooth’’ points on thew
axis where the string is located. For a vanishing accelera
the timelike infinity would be rotationally symmetric aroun
the vertical axis, and smooth everywhere. Its deformation
AÞ0 indicates that the coordinates are adapted to the ac
erated source~for an analogous discussion in theL.0 case
see@20#! and that there is a string~a conical singularity! on
thew axis. Particular surfacesS of a constantx, correspond-
ing to the two-dimensional conformal diagram 1~c!, are also
indicated. The sectionSS with x5xf corresponds to the axi
from the ‘‘forward’’ pole of the black hole, the valuex5xb to
the axis from the opposite ‘‘backward’’ pole. In Fig. 1~a! the
conicity parameterC is chosen in such a way that the strin
is located only on the axisx5xf , and the conical singularity
is indicated by nonsmooth embedding of thet, y5const sur-
face into the three-dimensional diagram, i.e., by a nonsmo
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FIG. 1. Spacetime outside a single accelerated black hole m
ing in an anti–de Sitter universe with accelerationA,A2L/3.
Diagrams~a! and ~b! depict a three-dimensional sectionw5const,
diagram~c! is a conformal diagram of thet-y section, and diagram
~d! shows relevant ranges of coordinatesx and y. The diagrams
focus on region II between the outer black hole horizonHo

(y5yo) and timelike infinity I, y52x. Therefore, only a small
part of an interior of the black hole near the horizonHo is shown
~region III!. In diagram~a! the horizonHo is represented by two
conical surfaces which intersect on a bifurcation surface of the K
ing vectort ~a continuation of cones inside the black hole to a
other asymptotic domain is not shown!. The outer deformed bound
ary of domain II corresponds to infinityI. A particular sectionS
given by x5const is shown, and the axesx5xb and x5xf are
indicated. It is assumed in diagram~a! that the string causing acce
eration of the black hole is located on the ‘‘forward’’ axisx5xf and
the corresponding conical singularity is represented by nonsm
behavior atSS ~the edge atx5xf). Diagram~b! is a deformation of
diagram~a! in which both the top and the bottom of the diagram a
squeezed to single points, and the longitudinalx direction is embed-
ded smoothly at both axes. The black hole horizonHo has thus a
droplike shape, symmetrical around the vertical axis. Diagram~c! is
the Penrose-Carter conformal diagram of thet-y section
S (x,w5const). Both principal null directions lie in this section
The precise shape of infinityI ~double line! depends on the value o
coordinatex, cf. Eq. ~2.12! @and this dependence is the reason
the deformed shape ofI in diagram ~a!#. Lines t5const, and
y5const ~coinciding with r 5const in S! are drawn with labels
oriented in the direction of an increasing coordinate. A small par
the interior of the black hole is indicated by the dark area at the
of the diagram. Finally, diagram~d! depicts thex-y section for rel-
evant ranges of coordinates~shaded area!. The infinity is again rep-
resented by the double line, and the horizonHo is shown. The thick
line x5const corresponds to thet-y section of diagram~c!; similarly
the thick linet5const in diagram~c! corresponds to thex-y section
from diagram~d!.
4-4
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gluing of x5const sections atxf . Notice that sinceF.0 for
y,yo , region II near infinityI is everywherestatic, and
there are no Killing horizons which extend up toI @cf. also
Eqs. ~5.6!, ~5.7!#. We can thus interpret the spacetime as
universe havingglobal anti–de Sitter–like infinity~except
the nonsmoothness at the string! with the black hole moving
‘‘inside’’ it ~in contrast to the case discussed below, wh
pairs of black holes ‘‘enter’’ and ‘‘exit’’ the spacetim
‘‘through’’ the infinity!.

The diagram 1~b! is a deformed version of the diagra
1~a!: gluing of the angular coordinatex is now done
smoothly even on the axis where the string is located,
the top and the bottom of the diagram are ‘‘squeezed’’
single points. The horizonHo thus has a shape of two joine
‘‘drops,’’ and sectionsx5const are deformed accordingl
Here we can see that coordinatest, y, x, w used to construc
this diagram are adapted to the source, not to the infinit
the horizonHo is symmetric around the vertical axis in co
trast to infinityI which is deformed in the direction of ac
celeration. Diagram 1~b! is not so crucial in the present cas
of a single black hole but an analogous representation of
black hole horizon will be used in the case of two accelera
holes which we are going to discuss now.

B. A pair of accelerated black holes

A more complicated situation occurs whenA.A2L/3,
mÞ0. For such large values of acceleration the metric~2.1!,
~2.2! describes an infinite number ofpairs of accelerated
black holes in anti–de Sitter universe. In Fig. 2, represen
a part of the sectionw5const, one pair of black holes i
indicated by the~outer! horizonsHo which have droplike
shapes analogous to the horizon in diagram 1~b!. The main
difference from the previous case is that both black ho
‘‘simultaneously enter’’ the universe at infinityI, approach
each other with an opposite deceleration until they stop,
start to move apart, again up to the infinityI. The same
situation repeats infinitely many times both in the past and
the future—the diagrams in Fig. 2 should be infinitely lon
composed of parts isomorphic to the part shown there. In
following we study only one such part of the whole univers
Relevant ranges of coordinatesx andy are drawn in Fig. 3.

Clearly, both the global causal structure of the spacet
and the algebraic structure are now more complex. The m
ric function F has two more zeros,ya andyc , which corre-
spond to the two additional Killing horizonsoutsideof the
black holes. We shall refer to these asaccelerationhorizons
Ha, and cosmologicalhorizonsHc @58#. In contrast to the
black hole horizons, spatial sections of these horizons
noncompact. The horizons are represented by inclined pla
in Fig. 2~a! or as corresponding horizontal lines in Fig.
They separate static and nonstatic regions of the space
outside of the black holes: the domains O and II are sta
whereas the domains I1 and I2 are nonstatic. Regions I
enclose the black holes, the regions O are ‘‘as far as poss
away’’ from the black holes. Two black holes of a given pa
are separated by the acceleration horizonsHa, and they are
thus causally disconnected. Different pairs of black holes
separated by the cosmological horizonsHc .
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Figure 2~b! shows the foliation of the spacetime by thet-y
surfacesx5const, the surfaces spanned by the PNDs. Th
are of three different types, namelySA , SB , andSC . Clas-
sification of these types is seen from thex-y diagram in
Fig. 3, where thet-y sections are represented by vertic
lines. These different types oft-y sections are distinguishe
by the number of horizons which they intersect.

For xP(2yc ,xb# the section denoted asSA passes
throughall regions O, I, II~and regions inside black holes!,
and intersects all horizonsHc , Ha, Ho . Such a section cor-
responds to the conformal diagram drawn in Fig. 4. Thein-
tersectionof such a section with the conformal infinityI
is timelike. We denote asIO a part of the infinity with
xP(2yc ,xb#, i.e., the part which can be reached by the s
tions SA , cf. also Fig. 10.

The situation is different for sectionSB of a constant
xP(2ya,2yc) which goes only through regions I, II~and

FIG. 2. Schematic diagrams of a part of spacetime outside
celerated black holes moving in an anti–de Sitter universe w
accelerationA.A2L/3. Diagrams represent a three-dimension
section w5const. They depict a domain near one pair of bla
holes. However, they should continue periodically in the verti
direction, featuring thus an infinite chain of pairs of black hol
entering and later exiting the spacetime through timelike infinityI.
Only regions of spacetimeoutsidethe outer black hole horizonsHo

are drawn. Interiors of black holes and continuations of the spa
time into other asymptotically anti–de Sitter universes~through the
Einstein-Rosen bridge or through charged black hole! are hidden
under the horizonsHo and not studied in the paper. The outer bla
hole horizonsHo are represented by droplike gray shapes analog
to that of Fig. 1~b!, the timelike infinityI is depicted as a deforme
cylindrical boundary of the diagrams. Diagram~a! shows the Kill-
ing horizons outside the black holes:acceleration horizonsHa sepa-
rating two black holes, andcosmological horizonsHc separating
different pairs of black holes~only one pair of holes is drawn in the
diagram!. These horizons divide spacetime into several regio
static domains O and II, nonstatic domains I1 and I2, and domains
inside the holes hidden underHo . Diagram~b! indicates embedding
of t-y sections for different constant values of the coordinatex,
which are spanned by principal null directions. Three qualitativ
different sectionsSA , SB , andSC are shown. Exact conformal dia
grams corresponding to these sections can be found in Figs.
Diagram~c! shows hypersurfacesu5const which are generated b
null geodesics along the principal null directionsk1 that are dis-
cussed in Appendix A.
4-5
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regions inside black holes!, and does not intersect the hor
zon Hc . This section corresponds to the conformal diagr
presented in Fig. 5. The intersection of such a section w
infinity is spacelike, and consists of two disjoint parts, one
the future and another in the past of the section. A part of
infinity which can be reached in this way will be labeled
II1 andII2, respectively, cf. Fig. 10.

Finally, for xP@xf ,2ya) the sectionSC of constantx ex-
tends only to the region II~and regions inside the blac
hole!, and it does not intersect the horizonsHa andHc . The
conformal diagram of this type is given in Fig. 6. SectionSC
intersectsthe infinity in a timelikesurface, and a part of th
infinity which can be reached by these sections will be
noted byIII , cf. also Fig. 10.

The above described three types of conformal diagra
depicted in Figs. 4–6 have been drawn recently in@38# ~to-
gether with special limiting casesx52yc and x52ya
which we do not discuss here!. Their qualitative dependenc
on the value of coordinatex has been already noted there b
not discussed in more details. Putting all these confor
diagrams together to the single three-dimensional pic
shown in Fig. 2~b! elucidates the character of this depe
dence. Moreover, it clarifies how the timelike infinityI can
form a spacelikeboundary of a conformal diagram as fo
sectionSB , Fig. 5—this spacelike boundary is the interse
tion of the two timelike hypersurfacesI andSB .

In Fig. 2~c! the surfacesu5const are shown. These nu
surfaces are formed by null geodesicsu, z5const tangent to
PND ~see Appendix A!, and they indicate how the spacetim
is covered by Robinson-Trautman coordinates. A surface

FIG. 3. A qualitativex-y diagram in the case of large acceler
tion A.A2L/3 @cf. Fig. 1~d! for small acceleration#. The relevant
domain of coordinatesx andy is indicated by the shaded area. It
given by the coordinatex between the axesxf and xb , and the
coordinatey between the infinityI, y52x, and the outer black
hole horizonHo , y5yo ~the interior of black holes,y.yo , is not
studied here!. The infinity is represented by a double line, the h
rizons by horizontal lines. Thet-y sections of constantx are repre-
sented by vertical lines. Three such typical sectionsSA , SB andSC

are shown. They are distinguished by the number of horizons w
they intersect. These sections correspond to the conformal diag
in Figs. 4–6.A` , B` , C` are points at the infinity which belong t
these three sections, respectively. They can be found also in
4–6.
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constantu reduces to a horizonHa for u52`, and to a
horizonHo andHc for u5`. A connected domain covere
by finite values of coordinateu is indicated in Figs. 4–6 by
the shaded background. Remaining parts of spacetime h
to be covered by different patches of Robinson-Trautm
coordinates defined analogously. The domain indicated
figures by a shaded background, covered by a sin
Robinson-Trautman map, thus reaches up to all types of
finity except to the partII2, which is, however, related to th
part II1 by a simple time reversion. Therefore, we do n
loose any substantial information using only this Robinso
Trautman coordinate map.

III. GRAVITATIONAL AND ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
NEAR I

Now we are prepared to discuss radiative properties of
C-metric fields near the timelike infinityI. As we have al-
ready mentioned in Sec. I, following@14#, by radiative field
we understand a field with the dominant component hav

h
ms

s.

FIG. 4. Conformal diagram of thet-y sectionSA intersecting
both the horizonsHa, Hc outside black holes~right!, and its em-
bedding into three-dimensional diagramw5const ~left!. Each of
sections of constantx ~andw! with xP(2yc ,xb# intersects all ho-
rizons and extends through the whole spacetime. Both th
dimensional and two-dimensional diagrams should continue p
odically in the vertical direction. In the two-dimensional conform
diagram the infinityI is depicted by double lines. SectionSA inter-
sects the infinity in a timelike surface belonging to domainIO , cf.
Fig. 10. Cosmological horizonsHc , acceleration horizonsHa, and
outer black hole horizonsHo are represented by diagonal line
Domains between the horizons are labeled as O, I6, II, and III, cf.
Fig. 2~a!. Interiors of black holes are indicated only partially, by th
dark area behind the horizonHo . Lines of coordinatest andy are
shown with labels oriented in direction of an increasing coordina
An area covered by one Robinson-Trautman coordinate map~coor-
dinatesu, r! is indicated by the shaded background. Without t
loss of a typical behavior, the special sectionx5xb has been chosen
for this diagram; other sections withx.2yc look qualitatively the
same, only with embedding not lying in the plane of symmetry
the three-dimensional diagram.
4-6
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the 1/h fall-off, calculated in a tetrad parallelly transporte
along a null geodesicz(h), h being the affine parameter. I
the following we derive the characteristicdirectional pattern
of radiation, i.e., the dependence of the radiative compon
of the fields on thedirectionalong which agivenpoint at the
infinity is approached.

We start with a generalnull geodesics z(h) approaching a
fixed point N` at infinity I as h→1` ~or h→2`). We
observe that coordinatesx, y, and u, z, as well as metric
functionsF, G, andP, are finite at the pointN` , whereas the
affine parameterh and the Robinson-Trautman coordinater
go to infinity as the geodesic approachesI, cf. Sec. II. We
denote the limiting values onI of the coordinates and th
metric functions by a subscript ‘‘̀.’’

To obtain a more detailed description howN` is reached,
we have to find the tangent vector of the geodesic,

Dz

dh
5 ṫt1 ẏy1 ẋx1ẇw . ~3.1!

As mentioned in@32#, an explicit form of the tangent vecto
can be obtained using specific geometrical properties of
C-metric ~2.1!. The presence of two Killing vectorst , w ,
and of one conformal Killing tensorQ ~cf. Sec. II! implies
that there exist three constants of motionE52t•

Dz
dh ,

J5w•
Dz
dh , and Q5 1

2 Q( Dz
dh , Dz

dh ), respectively, for any null
geodesic. Namely, we have

FIG. 5. Conformal diagram of thet-y sectionSB intersecting
only the horizonsHa outside black holes, and its embedding in
three-dimensional diagramw5const. Such a section of constantx
~andw! with xP(2ya,2yc) intersects all horizons except the co
mological ones. In contrast to sectionSA of Fig. 4, sectionSB does
not extend through the whole spacetime, but it can be found nea
pairs of black holes. The section still extends between both hole
a given pair. SectionSB intersects the infinity in twospacelike
surfaces, one forming a future boundary ofSB belonging to domain
II1, the other forming a past boundary belonging to domainII2, cf.
Fig. 10. Notation for infinity, horizons, etc., is the same as in Fig
The shaded area again indicates Robinson-Trautman coord
patch.
12400
t

e

E5
Fṫ

A2~x1y!2 , J5
Gẇ

A2~x1y!2 ,

Q5
Fṫ22F21ẏ21G21ẋ21Gẇ2

2A4~x1y!4 . ~3.2!

In addition,Dz/dh has a null norm

2Fṫ21F21ẏ21G21ẋ21Gẇ250. ~3.3!

The above four equations imply

ṫ5EA2~x1y!2F21, ẏ5eyA
2~x1y!2AE22QF,

ẇ5JA2~x1y!2G21, ẋ5exA
2~x1y!2AQG2J2,

~3.4!

where ey , ex561 are the signs ofẏ and ẋ, respectively.
The components of the tangent vectorDz/dh in the
Robinson-Trautman coordinates~2.7! are thus given by

ṙ 52exAAQG2J22eyAAE22QF,

u̇5
1

Ar2F
~eyAE22QF1E!,

ż5
1

&r 2
~eyAE22QFF211EF21

2exAQG2J2G212 iJG21!. ~3.5!

all
of

.
ate

FIG. 6. Conformal diagram of thet-y sectionSC not intersecting
any horizons outside black holes, and its embedding into the th
dimensional diagramw5const. Such a section of constantx ~andw!
with xP@xf ,2ya) does not intersect cosmological and accelerat
horizons. In contrast to sectionSA of Fig. 4, sectionSC does not
extend through the whole spacetime, but it can be found near
black hole. Unlike sectionSB from Fig. 5, it even does not exten
between holes of a given pair of black holes. SectionSC intersects
the infinity in a timelike surface which belongs to domainIII of the
conformal infinity, cf. Fig. 10. Notation for infinity, horizons, etc
and the meaning of the shaded area are the same as in Fig. 4
4-7
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We immediately observe that there exists a family
simple null geodesicsṙ 5AE, ż505u̇, corresponding to the
special choice of the constantsJ505Q, ey52sgnE. These
lie in the planesx, w5const, cf. Eq.~3.4!, and they are
considered in Appendix A.

Now, we notice thatṙ remains finite at infinityI,

ṙ'2exAAQG`2J22eyAAE22QF`[g. ~3.6!

This means thatr andh are asymptotically proportional,

r'gh. ~3.7!

We can thus easily obtain theasymptotic behaviorof the
above tangent vector by expanding expressions~3.5! in pow-
ers of 1/h ~assuminggÞ0 because the geodesic approach
infinity!. We get@59#

Dz

dh
'

1

gh2 ~r 2r2cz2 c̄z̄2du!, ~3.8!

with the constantscPC and dPR related to the conserve
quantitiesE, J, Q by

c52
1

g&
~eyAE22QF`F`

211EF`
21

2exAQG`2J2G`
212 iJG`

21!,

d52
1

gAF`
~eyAE22QF`1E!. ~3.9!

These constants are not independent. In fact, they satisfy
normalization condition~3.3! which in Robinson-Trautman
coordinates asymptotically reads@recall Eqs. ~2.9! and
~2.15!#

2P`
22cc̄12d1

L

3
d250. ~3.10!

The expansion~3.8! of the tangent vector corresponds
the asymptotic form of null geodesicsz(h) nearI given by
Eq. ~3.7! and

z5z`1
c

gh
1¯ , u5u`1

d

gh
1¯ . ~3.11!

The constantsz` , u` specify theposition at I which par-
ticular geodesic~3.11! is approaching~or from which it is
receding!, whereasc, d represent the~spacetime! direction
along whichN` is reached. The constantg fixes the affine
parameterh. From Eq.~3.7! we see that ifg.0 then r is
growing and geodesics are approaching the infinity
h→1`—we will denote these as outgoing. On the oth
hand, wheng,0 then the geodesics approachI (r→`) as
h→2`, i.e., the coordinater is decreasing with a growing
h. The corresponding geodesics are ingoing: they ‘‘start’’
I and recede from this into finite regions of the spacetim

Solving the normalization condition~3.10! we obtain
12400
f

s

he

r
r

n
.

d1
3

L
5e

3

L
A12

L

3

2cc̄

P`
2 , ~3.12!

wheree561. For any givenc there are thus two real value
of d, according to the sign ofe. In fact, the above paramete
e identifies whether the geodesic is future or past oriented
see this explicitly, let us consider the future-oriented timel
vector u near infinity @u•u52H'(L/3)r 2,0#. The
projection of tangent vector~3.8! onto u is, using Eq.
~3.12!,

Dz

dh
•u'2gS 11

L

3
dD52egA12

L

3

2cc̄

P`
2 .

~3.13!

The geodesic is thus future or past oriented wheneg.0 or
eg,0, respectively. Of course, it is physically natural
restrict ourselves to future-orientedgeodesics only. Without
loss of generality we thus assume the identification

sgng5e. ~3.14!

Consequently, geodesics withe511 areoutgoing~reaching
I for h→1`) whereas those withe521 areingoing~start-
ing at I for h→2`).

In order to find the radiative behavior of fields nearI we
have to set up an interpretation tetrad transported paral
along a general asymptotic null geodesic, and project
Weyl tensor and the tensor of electromagnetic field onto
tetrad. In fact, in the following we will employ several o
thonormal and null tetrads which will be distinguished
specific labels in subscript. We denote the vectors of a
neric orthonormal tetrad ast, q, r , s, wheret is a unit time-
like vector and the remaining three are spacelike. With t
normalized tetrad we associate a null tetradk, l, m, m̄,

k5
1

&
~ t1q!, l5

1

&
~ t2q!,

m5
1

&
~r2 is!, m̄5

1

&
~r1 is!, ~3.15!

such that

k• l521, m•m̄51, ~3.16!

all other scalar products being zero.
The Weyl tensor is parametrized by five standard comp

coefficientsCn , n50,1,2,3,4, defined as its specific comp
nents with respect to the above null tetrad, see Eq.~B1!.
Similarly, the tensor of electromagnetic field is parametriz
by Fn , n50,1,2, see Eq.~B2!. The well-known transforma-
tion properties of coefficientsCn and Fn under null rota-
tions, boost, and spatial rotation of the tetrad are summar
in Appendix B.

To define a suitableinterpretation tetradk i , l i , mi , m̄i we
need to specify either its initial condition inside the spac
time, or its final condition at timelike infinityI, in a compa-
rable way for all geodesics approaching infinity along diffe
4-8
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ent directions. We consider geodesics which reach the s
point N` atI, and thus we prescribe the final condition the
We naturally require that the null vectork i is proportional to
the tangent vector~3.8! of the asymptotic null geodesi
~3.11!,

k i'
e

g

Dz

dh
. ~3.17!

We wish tocomparethe radiation for all such null geodesic
approaching the given point atI, and it is thus necessary t
consider a unique and universal normalization of the affi
parameterh, and of the vectork i . A natural and also the
most convenient choice is tokeep the parameterg fixed—
see an analogous discussion in@20# near Eqs.~5.6! and~5.9!.
In fact, this is equivalent to fixing the componentp•n of the
4-momentump5Dz/dh at some large value ofr, i.e., at the
given proximity of the conformal infinity.

Following a general framework introduced in@14#, the
null vector l i of the interpretation tetrad now can be fixe
asymptotically by normalization~3.16! and the requiremen
that onI the vectorn normal to the infinity belongs tok i- l i
plane. Obviously, the direction ofl i at a pointN` on I thus
uniquely depends on the choice of the particular null geo
sic ~3.11! approaching infinity, i.e., on the specific vectork i .
Remaining vectors mi , m̄i cannot be prescribed
canonically—there is a freedom in choice of their phase f
tor ~a rotation in the transversemi-m̄i plane!. Therefore, we
have to find such physical quantities which are invariant
der this freedom. Obviously, themoduli uCnu anduFnu of the
fields atI are independent of the specific choice of the v
tors mi , m̄i .

To derive the field components in the above-defined in
pretation tetrad we start with the simple Robinson-Trautm
null tetrad kRT, lRT, mRT, m̄RT ~see, e.g.,@31#! naturally
adapted to the Robinson-Trautman coordinates~2.8!

kRT5r , lRT52 1
2 Hr1u ,

mRT5
P

r
z̄ , m̄RT5

P

r
z . ~3.18!

Note that the vectorkRT is oriented along the double dege
erate principal null directionk1 , cf. Eq. ~5.4!. In this tetrad
the only nontrivial componentsCn

RT andFn
RT, which repre-

sent the gravitational and electromagnetic fields, are

C2
RT52S m12e2Ax2

e2

r D 1

r 3 ,

C3
RT52

3

&

Ar

P
C2

RT , C4
RT53

A2r 2

P2 C2
RT ,

F1
RT52

e

2r 2 , F2
RT52&

Ar

P
F1

RT . ~3.19!

The interpretation tetradk i , l i , mi , m̄i can be obtained by
performing two subsequent null rotations and a boost of
12400
e
.

e

e-

-

-

-

r-
n

is

Robinson-Trautman null tetrad~3.18!. We first apply Eq.
~B6!, then Eq.~B3!, and finally Eq.~B9! of Appendix B with
the parameters@60#

K52S 11
L

6
dD 21 c

Pr
,

L5
L

6

cr

P
,

B5eS 11
L

6
dD , F50. ~3.20!

The resulting null tetrad, using relation~3.10!, then takes the
following asymptotic form ash→e`:

k i'e
1

g2h2 ~r 2r2cz2 c̄z̄2du!,

l i'e
L

6 F r 2r1cz1 c̄z̄1S d1
6

L DuG ,
mi'

P`

gh FL

6

cd

c̄
z1S 11

L

6
dDz̄2

c

P`
2 uG ,

m̄i'
P`

gh F S 11
L

6
dDz1

L

6

c̄d

c
z̄2

c̄

P`
2 uG . ~3.21!

The above vectork i is indeed obviously tangent to a gen
eral asymptotic null geodesics~3.11!, and satisfies the con
dition ~3.17!. Moreover, the normaln to I, cf. Eq. ~2.16!,
belongs to the plane spanned by the two null vectorsk i and
l i , as required,

n'
e

&
SA2

L

6
gh k i2A2

6

L

1

gh
l iD . ~3.22!

Notice that the projection ofk i on n is

k i•n'
e

gh
A2

3

L
. ~3.23!

For outgoing geodesics (e511,h→1`) we indeed obtain
k i•n.0, whereas for ingoing ones (e521,h→2`) there is
k i•n,0.

Therefore, the tetrad~3.21! is exactly the interpretation
tetrad suitable for analysis of the behavior of fields close
infinity I. As seen above, the Lorentz transformations fro
the tetrad~3.18! to ~3.21! are given by two subsequent nu
rotations and the boost with the parameters~3.20!. Starting
with the components~3.19! in the Robinson-Trautman fram
we thus obtain, using Eqs.~B7!, ~B4!, ~B10! and~B8!, ~B5!,
~B11!, the asymptotic form of the leading terms of gravit
tional and electromagnetic fields

C4
i '2

3~m12e2Ax`!

ghP`
2 FAS 11

L

6
dD2

L c̄

3&
G 2

,

4-9
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F2
i '

ee

&ghP`
FAS 11

L

6
dD2

L c̄

3&
G , ~3.24!

where x` is the coordinate of the pointN` related to the
coordinatesz` , u` by Eq. ~2.11!. The other terms decreas
faster in accordance with the well-knownpeeling behavior,
which is a consequence of the boost contained in Eq.~3.22!
that is infinite onI, cf. @14#. Notice also that the square o
F2

i gives the modulus of the Poynting vector, 4puSiu
'uF2

i u2, defined in the interpretation tetrad~3.21!. Interest-
ingly, the dependence ofuC4

i u and uF2
i u2 on the direction

along which the pointN` at infinity I is approached isex-
actly the same.

Expressions~3.24! are ~formally! identical to Eqs.~6.16!
of @20# in which radiation in theC-metric spacetime with
L.0 was investigated. Interestingly enough, one can a
directly setL50. The directional dependence given by t
parametersc and d vanishes in this limit~since l i becomes
independent ofk i) and formulas~3.24! can be compared with
the results obtained in classic work@32# ~see also@33#! for
accelerated black holes in asymptotically flat spacetime.

Nevertheless, the physical and geometrical meaning
Eqs. ~3.24! is very different now since new interesting an
specific features occur for theL,0 case. The following sec
tions will be devoted to deeper description and analysis
the above result.

IV. PARAMETRIZATIONS OF THE NULL DIRECTION
AT I

For a physical understanding of expressions~3.24!, as
well as for explicit demonstration of fundamental differenc
between radiation generated by accelerated black hole
spacetimes withL.0 andL,0, we introduce more conve
nient parameterizations of the directionk i along which the
infinity I—now timelike—is approached. To parametri
this radiation direction we first choose a suitablereference
tetrad to , qo , ro , so on I which is orthonormal, adapted t
the infinity,

qo5n, ~4.1!

and withto future oriented. Otherwise the tetrad can be ch
sen arbitrarily. A natural choice is to consider a tetrad clos
related to the Robinson-Trautman tetrad~3.18!, namely,

ko5AH

2
kRT, lo5A2

H
lRT, mo5mRT, ~4.2!

so that@cf. Eq. ~3.15!#

u5AH to ,

r5
1

AH
~ to1qo!,

z5
1

&

r

P
~ro1 iso!. ~4.3!
12400
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The null directionk i can be obtained~up to normaliza-
tion! from the above reference vectorko by a null rotation
~B6!, and thus it can be parametrized by a complex para
eterR as @61#

k i}ko1R̄mo1Rm̄o1RR̄lo . ~4.4!

Comparing this expression with Eq.~3.21! we can relateR to
the parametersc andd,

c52A2
6

L
P`

R

12uRu2 ,

d5
6

L

uRu2

12uRu2 . ~4.5!

Now we may rewrite the directional pattern~3.24! in terms
of the parameterR. First, recall that there is no canonic
way how to choose the phase of the transverse null vec
mi , m̄i . Therefore, invariant information independent of
choice of the interpretation tetrad is contained only in t
moduliof fields components. Substituting relations~4.5! into
expressions~3.24! we obtain

uC4
i u'

3A2~m12e2Ax`!

ghP`
2

u12R1R̄u2u12R2R̄u2

~12uRu2!2 ,

uF2
i u'

ueuA

&ghP`

u12R1R̄uu12R2R̄u
u12uRu2u

, ~4.6!

where

R150, R25A2
L

3

P`

A
. ~4.7!

We have introduced here not onlyR2 but also a ‘‘super-
fluous’’ parameterR150. This is motivated by a general re
sult @62# concerning an asymptotic structure of the fiel
when L,0. In fact, the real parametersR1 , R2 have an
important physical meaning—they represent doub
degenerateprincipal null directions~PNDs! k1 and k2 @cf.
Eq. ~2.5!# at the infinityI. Indeed, the specific complex pa
rameterR representing a PND with respect to the referen
tetrad has to satisfy quartic equationC050 ~see, e.g.,@31#!,
i.e., using Eq.~B7!,

R4C4
o14R3C3

o16R2C2
o14RC1

o1C0
o50. ~4.8!

This, in view of Eqs.~4.2!, ~B10!, and~3.19!, asymptotically
reduces exactly to

~R2R1!2~R2R2!250. ~4.9!

Therefore, the first double-degenerate PNDk1 is indeed
given by R5R1 , whereas the second one,k2 , is given by
R5R2 .
4-10
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Instead of using the complex parameterR for identifica-
tion of the null directionk i we can introduce two real param
eters with an obvious geometrical meaning. First, we p
form a normalized projection of the null vectork i onto I,
defining thus the unit timelike vectortb tangent to the infin-
ity:

tb5
k i2~k i•n!n

uk i•nu
. ~4.10!

Then tb represents the radiation direction alongI corre-
sponding to the null vectork i}tb1en. We can characterize
tb ~and thusk i) with respect to the reference tetrad as

tb5coshc to1sinhc~cosf ro1sinf so!. ~4.11!

The parametersc, f are pseudo-sphericalcoordinates,
cP@0,̀ ) corresponding to aboost, andfP@0,2p) being an
angle. Their geometric meaning is visualized in Fig. 7. How
ever, these parameters do not specify the null directionk i
uniquely—there always existsone ingoingandone outgoing
null direction with the same parametersc andf, which are
distinguished bye.

Substituting Eq.~4.4! into Eq. ~4.10! and comparing with
Eq. ~4.11! we can expressc andf in terms ofR as

tanhc5
2uRu

11uRu2
, f52argR. ~4.12!

Observing that the sign of the expression 12uRu2}k i•n de-
termines whetherk i is ingoing or outgoing, i.e.,

e5sgn~12uRu2!, ~4.13!

we can write down the inverse relations,

R5H tanh
c

2
exp~2 if! for k i outgoing ~e511!,

coth
c

2
exp~2 if! for k i ingoing ~e521!,

~4.14!

and also the relations to the parametersc andd,

2eA2
L

6

2c̄

P`
5sinhc exp~ if!, eS 11

L

3
dD5coshc.

~4.15!
12400
r-

FIG. 7. Parametrizations of a null direction at timelike infini
I. All null directions at a pointN`PI can be characterized by
future oriented null vectork. According to their orientation
e5sgn(k•n) with respect toI, these can be divided intooutgoing
andingoing families—see, e.g., vectorsk(out) andk(in) in the figure.
~Special null directionstangentto I will not be discussed here.! The
null direction is parametrized by a boostc and an anglef, or
alternatively by spherical anglesu, f. These parametrizations ar
defined with respect to the reference tetradto , qo , ro , so . In the top
diagram the vectorsto , qo , rf ~whererf5cosf ro1sinf so) are
depicted, the remaining spatial directionsf is suppressed. In the
bottom left diagram the timelike directionto is suppressed and a
spatial directions are drawn. Finally, in the bottom right diagram
spatial directionqo5n normal toI is omitted. The parametersc, f
specify the normalized orthogonal projectiontb @Eq. ~4.10!# of the
null vector k onto I by Eq. ~4.11!. All possible tb form a two-
dimensional hyperboloidH drawn in the bottom right diagram. Thi
hyperboloid can be radially projected onto a two-dimensional d
tangent to the vertex of the hyperboloid given byto . The disk can
be parametrized by radial coordinater5tanhc, and anglef. Alter-
natively, the null direction can be characterized by the normali
spatial projection qr @Eq. ~4.17!# of the null vector k into the
3-space orthogonal toto . The projectionqr can be parametrized by
spherical anglesu, f with respect to the reference tetrad, see E
~4.18!. All spatial projectionsqr form a two-dimensional sphereS
shown in the bottom left. This sphere can be orthogonally projec
onto I, where it again forms a two-dimensional disk parametriz
by r5sinu, andf, cf. Eq. ~4.19!.
4-11
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FIG. 8. Possible directional patterns of radiation~4.16! @or, equivalently,~4.6!, ~4.21!# which express the magnitude of the leading ter
of gravitational or electromagnetic fields as a function of a direction from which the pointN` at infinity I is approached. The correspondin
outgoing (e511, small white spot! or ingoing (e521, black spot! null geodesic with a tangent vectork are parametrized byr5tanhc and
f, cf. Fig. 7. The patterns~a! apply to pointsN` in which the double degenerate PNDk1 ~white spot! is oriented outwards from the univers
whereask2 ~black spot! inside it. The patterns~b! apply to points in which both the PNDs are outgoing. The pattern~b! would also apply for
points where both PNDs are ingoing, only with exchanged words ‘‘ingoing’’ and ‘‘outgoing.’’ The radiation completely vanishes
directions which are exactly mirrored of the PNDs, with respect toI.
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Substituting from Eq.~4.15! into Eq. ~3.24! we obtain

uC4
i u'

uLu
4

~m12e2Ax`!

gh

3uR2
21~11e coshc!2e sinhc exp~ if!u2,

uF2
i u'AuLu

24

ueu
gh

3uR2
21~11e coshc!2e sinhc exp~ if!u.

~4.16!

The dependence of the fields on the parametersc and f is
shown in Fig. 8.

There exists yet another natural possibility how to ch
acterize the null direction at the infinity. Instead of deco
posing the propagation vectork i into the component norma
to I and the transverse timelike vectortb tangent toI, we
may alternatively consider its normalizedspatial projection
qr , where by the spatial projection we mean a projection t
suitable three-dimensional space, say that orthogonal tto
~see Fig. 7!. This spatial propagation vector

qr5
k i1~k i•to!to

uk i•tou
, ~4.17!
12400
-
-

a

such thatk i}to1qr , is naturally characterized byspherical
anglesu andf with respect to the spatial vectorsqo , ro , so
of the reference tetrad, namely,

qr5cosu qo1sinu~cosf ro1sinf so!. ~4.18!

Obviously, this is more convenient for a unified descripti
of both outgoing (e511) and ingoing (e521) null geo-
desics. The former are parametrized byuP@0,p/2), the latter
by uP(p/2,p#. Comparing with the previous parametriz
tions of the null directionk i we obtain

sinu5tanhc5
2uRu

11uRu2
[r,

cosu5e sechc5
12uRu2

11uRu2
,

tanu5e sinhc5
2uRu

12uRu2
. ~4.19!

The parameterr is used in Figs. 7, 8, and 11. The inver
relation

R5tan
u

2
exp~2 if!, ~4.20!
4-12
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and analogous expression Eq.~4.14!, show thatR is actually
a stereographicparametrization ofqr , andLorentzian stereo-
graphic parametrization oftb .

Expressing the fields~4.16! usingu andf we get

uC4
i u'

uLu
4

~m12e2Ax`!

gh cos2 u
uR2

21~11cosu!2sinu exp~ if!u2,

uF2
i u'AuLu

24

ueu
ghucosuu

uR2
21~11cosu!2sinu exp~ if!u.

~4.21!

We have thus presented the directional radiation patter
the anti–de Sitter infinity using three suitable parametri
tions of the null direction along which the infinity is ap
proached, namely Eqs.~4.6!, ~4.16!, and~4.21!. The pattern
is depicted in Fig. 8. Now we can proceed with its physi
interpretation.

V. ANALYSIS OF THE RADIATION PATTERN

First, we observe that the radiation ‘‘blows up’’ for direc
tions with uRu51, i.e.,c→`, u5p/2, r51. These are null
directions tangent to the infinity I, and thus they do no
represent a direction of any outgoing or ingoing geode
approaching the infinity from the ‘‘interior’’ of the space
time. The reason for this divergent behavior of the radiat
is purely kinematic: by imposing the ‘‘comparable’’ fina
conditions for the interpretation tetrad@cf. the discussion
after Eq. ~3.17!# we have fixed the projection of th
4-momentump}k i onto the normaln. Clearly, this condition
leads to an ‘‘infinite’’ rescaling ofk i if k i is tangent toI, i.e.,
orthogonal ton. Such rescaling results in the above dive
gence ofuC4

i u and uF2
i u.

This divergence atuRu51 actually splits the radiation pat
tern into two components—the radiation pattern foroutgoing
geodesics,uRu,1, and to the pattern foringoing geodesics,
uRu.1, cf. Eq. ~4.13!. These two different patterns corre
spond to Eq.~4.16! with e511 and e521, respectively.
They are depicted in Fig. 8 as separate diagrams.

From Eqs.~4.6! it can immediately be observed that r
diation completely vanishes,uC4

i u505uF2
i u, along specific

null directions withR5Rm satisfying

Rm5
1

R1
or Rm5

1

R2
. ~5.1!

In fact, the direction given by 1/Rn , n51,2 is themirrored
reflectionof the PNDkn with respect toI: using Eqs.~4.13!,
~4.14! we find that both 1/Rn andRn correspond to the sam
c5cn ~and f50) but with the oppositee. The radiation
thus vanishes along mirrored reflections of the PNDs@63#.

In terms of pseudo-spherical parametersc, f we find, cf.
also Eqs.~4.16!, that the radiation vanishes along outgoi
(e511) null geodesics such that

coth
cm

2
5R2 , fm50, ~5.2!
12400
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n

-

or along ingoing (e521) geodesics given by

tanh
cm

2
5R1⇒cm50, or

tanh
cm

2
5R2 , fm50. ~5.3!

Clearly, only one of the conditions~5.2!, ~5.3! involving R2
can be satisfied for a given value ofR2 . Therefore, further
description of the radiation pattern necessarily depends
the specific algebraic structure of the spacetime at a giv
point N` at I, in particular on theorientationof PNDs.

The PNDs have explicit form, cf. Eqs.~4.4!, ~4.7!,

k1}
1

&
~ to1qo!5ko}kRT,

k2}
1

&
S to1

12R2
2

11R2
2 qo1

2R2

11R2
2 roD . ~5.4!

Using the relation~4.14! they can be parametrized as

c150,

tanh
c2

2
5H R2 for R2<1

1/R2 for R2>1
, f250. ~5.5!

By inspecting Eqs.~5.4! we observe that the first PNDk1
always points along the normaln5qo , i.e., outside the uni-
verse. However, for the second PNDk2 there are distinct
possibilities according to whetherR2"1. At points on I
whereR2,1 the vectork2 is outgoing(e2511), i.e., ori-
entedoutsidethe universe. In the regions whereR2.1 it is
ingoing (e2521), orientedinside the universe. At specia
points whereR251 the PNDk2}(to1ro) has no componen
alongn; it is tangent toI.

Which of these three alternatives can occur depends
values of the parameters describing the spacetime. Befor
continue with a discussion of the different possibilities, let
note that the three possible regions ofI with the distinct
structure of PNDsexactly coincidewith regions of different
characters of the Killing vector fieldt . Recalling~2.12!, the
value of the metric functionF at a given pointN` on I is
F`5Fuy52x`

. Considering Eqs.~2.3!, ~2.9!, and ~4.7! we
obtain

F`5
R2

221

P`
2 5~R2

221!G` , ~5.6!

which demonstrates the relation between the structure
PNDs and the character of the spacetime near infinity
R2,1 thenF`,0 and the Killing vectort nearI is space-
like. If, instead,R2.1 thenF`.0 andt is a timelike Kill-
ing vector field—the region nearI is thusstatic. The above
two domains of infinity are separated by theKilling horizon
consisting of points for whichR251, where the Killing vec-
tor is null. Note that the Killing horizons may indeed exten
4-13
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~for sufficiently large acceleration! to the conformal infinity,
which is a specific property of anti–de SitterC-metric.

A. A single accelerated black hole

We now discuss the case when the acceleration param
A is small, A,A2L/3. As explained in Sec. II A, the
C-metric then describes a single uniformly accelerated bl
hole in an anti–de Sitter universe. Its global structure fo
constantw is visualized in Fig. 1. There areno Killing hori-
zons extending toI ~which would correspond toF`50, i.e.,
R251) since using Eq.~4.7!, ~2.10!, and 0<G<1 there is

R2.P`5
1

AG`

>1, ~5.7!

for all xP@xf ,xb#. Accordingly, the region near infinityI is
everywhere static. We thus find that the first PNDk1 is al-
ways orientedoutside, whereas the second onek2 is always
orientedinside the universe, see Eq.~5.4! and Fig. 9.

The corresponding radiation pattern is shown in Fig. 8~a!.
There existsjust one direction along which theoutgoing
radiation (e511, uRu,1) vanishes, namely the directio
Rm51/R2 . It is the mirrored reflection of the ingoing PND
k2 @see the left part of Fig. 8~a!#. In terms of pseudo-
spherical parameters the direction is described by Eq.~5.2!,
i.e., cm5c2 and fm5f250, wherec2—the boost param-
eter characterizingk2—is given by Eq.~5.5!. The radiation
pattern foringoing radiation (e521, uRu.1) is visualized
in the right part of Fig. 8~a!. Again, there exists just on
direction of vanishing radiation given byRm51/R15` @i.e.,
cm5c150, cf. Eq.~5.3!#, which is also the mirrored reflec
tion of a PND, this time of the outgoingk1 .

B. A pair of accelerated black holes

A more interesting but also more complicated situat
occurs whenA.A2L/3. In this case theC-metric repre-
sents pairs of uniformly accelerated black holes in an anti
Sitter universe, as indicated in Figs. 2–6; see Sec. II B. Th
are ~outer! black-hole horizonsHo , acceleration horizons
Ha, and cosmological horizonsHc ; see Fig. 2~a!. At I, the
horizonsHa andHc can be identified byR251. They sepa-
rate various static and nonstatic regions ofI, and simulta-
neously the domains of infinity with different structure of th
PNDs, as shown in Fig. 10. The vectork1 is always oriented
outside the universe. In the static domains ofI where

FIG. 9. WhenA,A2L/3, the C-metric represents a single
uniformly accelerated black hole. The region near infinityI is ev-
erywhere static. The first PNDk1 is oriented outside the universe
whereas the second onek2 points inside it.
12400
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R2.1, denoted asIO andIII , k2 is oriented inside it; see Eq
~5.4!. These domains of the infinity can be reached throu
the sectionsSA andSC , cf. Figs. 4, 6. On the other hand, i
the domain whereR2,1, denoted asII1 ~accessible through
SB , Fig. 5!, both PNDs are oriented outside the spacetim

In each of these regions the radiation pattern~4.16! is thus
different. In particular, it admits a different number of dire
tions along which the radiation vanishes. Recalling that
radiation vanishes along mirrored reflections of PNDs,
see that in the static regionsIO and III there is just one
outgoing (e511) direction along which the radiation
vanishes, as in the previous case of a single black hole.
is the mirrored reflection ofk2 , Rm51/R2 @cm5c2 ,
fm5f250, cf. Eq. ~5.2!#. The corresponding directiona
pattern is again given by the left part of Fig. 8~a!. However,
in the nonstatic regionII1 there is nooutgoing direction
along which the radiation vanishes because mirrored refl
tions of both PNDs are ingoing. In other words, the conditi
~5.2! cannot be satisfied becauseR2,1. The radiation pattern
for outgoing directions for this case is shown in the left p
of Fig. 8~b!.

Of course, the number of null directions with vanishin
radiation in the pattern foringoing geodesics (e521) is
complementary. In the domainsIO andIII with R2.1 there
is again just one zero, now given by the mirrored reflect
of k1 (Rm5`, cm5c150); see the right part of Fig. 8~a!.
On the other hand, in the domainII1 there are exactly two
zeros for ingoing radiation given by mirrored reflectio
of both PNDs @Rm5`, cm50, and Rm51/R2 , cm5c2 ,
fm50, cf. Eq.~5.3!# as shown in the right part of Fig. 8~b!.

In addition, there is also another domain withR2,1,
namely the domainII2; see Fig. 10. Here both PNDs ar
oriented inside the spacetime. However, the region I2 of the
spacetime and its infinityII2 are not coveredby the same
map of Robinson-Trautman coordinates as that used ab
We have to introduce another ‘‘time-reversed’’ map to cov
the white domain in Fig. 5. Still, the directions of vanishin
radiation are given bymirrored directionsof the PNDs at the

FIG. 10. For large values ofA.A2L/3 theC-metric represents
pairs of accelerated black holes. The conformal infinityI shown on
the left is divided by horizonsHc andHa into several distinct do-
mains: IO and III are static, whereasII1 and II2 are nonstatic.
Moreover, in the regionsIO ~corresponding to sectionsSA) andIII

~corresponding toSC) the PNDk1 is oriented outwards, wherea
the PNDk2 is oriented inwards. InII1 ~sectionsSB) bothk1 andk2

point outside the universe, inII2 both the PNDs point inside it.
4-14
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RADIATION FROM ACCELERATED BLACK HOLES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D68, 124004 ~2003!
infinity, similarly to the cases discussed above. The mirro
directions of the PNDs are both outgoing so that the rad
tion pattern for outgoing geodesics containstwo zeros@cf.
the right part of Fig. 8~b!#, whereas the pattern for ingoin
geodesics does not have any zero directions, cf. the left
of Fig. 8~b!.

To summarize, the directional patterns of outgoing rad
tion @Eqs.~4.16! with e511, or Eqs.~4.6! with uRu,1] in
the domainsIO, II1, II2, andIII of the conformal infinity
are given by the left~a!, left ~b!, right ~b!, and left~a! parts of
Fig. 8, respectively. For ingoing radiation@Eqs. ~4.16! with
e521, or Eqs.~4.6! with uRu.1] these are given by the
right ~a!, right ~b!, left ~b!, and right ~a! parts of Fig. 8,
respectively.

C. Vanishing acceleration

Finally, we briefly describe the character of radiati
when theacceleration vanishes, in which case the spacetim
describes a single nonaccelerating black hole in an anti
Sitter universe~‘‘Reissner-Nordstro¨m–anti–de Sitter solu-
tion’’ !. It is thus spherically symmetric with surfacest, y
5const being the orbits of the rotational group, and rad
directions being contained in sectionsx, w5const. From
A50 it follows R25`, cf. Eq. ~4.7!, and the above genera
expressions simplify. In particular forA50 not only
kRT}k1}(1/&)(to1qo), but alsolRT}k2}(1/&)(to2qo) is
a PND, see Eq.~5.4!; this is consistent with relations~3.19!
in which only the componentsC2

RT andF1
RT remain nonva-

nishing. At the infinityI the PNDs are mutually mirrored
reflections,k1 oriented outside the universe andk2 inside it,
parametrized byc1505c2 ; see Eqs.~5.4!, ~4.12!. Both the
PNDs point in radial directions of the spherical symmet
Moreover, sinceR2.1, it follows from relation~5.6! that the
region nearI is always static, without the Killing horizon
extending there.

For vanishing acceleration the expressions~4.16! and
~4.21! reduce to

uC4
i u'

uLu
4

m

gh
sinh2 c5

uLu
4

m

gh
tan2 u,

uF2
i u'AuLu

24

ueu
gh

sinhc5AuLu
24

ueu
gh

utanuu. ~5.8!

The corresponding directional pattern of radiation, shown
Fig. 11, is axially symmetric and independent ofe, i.e., it is
the same both for ingoing and outgoing null geodesics.
terestingly, even for a nonaccelerated black hole there is
radiation onI alongany nonradialnull direction, i.e., except
for c50, e561, which corresponds to both PNDs. Th
may seem quite surprising since the region near infinity
static. It is a completely new specific feature: forL.0 a
generic,nonradialobserver nearI1 would also detect radia
tion generated by nonaccelerated black holes@20#, but the
region near infinity is nonstatic. In asymptotically flat spac
times (L50) there is no radiation onI1 from black holes
with A50 @32#, which, remarkably, also follows from ex
pression~3.24!.
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VI. SUMMARY

It was observed already in the 1960s by Penro
@12,13,18# that radiation is defined ‘‘less invariantly’’ in
spacetimes with a non-nullI. Recently we have analyzed th
C-metric solution withL.0 @20# and found an explicit di-
rectional pattern of radiation. This fully characterizes the
diation from uniformly accelerated black holes near the
Sitter–like conformal infinityI1, which has a spacelike
character. Here we have completed the picture by investi
ing the radiative properties of theC-metric with a negative
cosmological constant. This exact solution of the Einste
Maxwell equations withL,0 represents a spacetime
which the radiation is generated either by a~possibly
charged! single black hole or pairs of black holes uniform
accelerated in an anti–de Sitter universe.

We have analyzed the asymptotic behavior of the grav
tional and electromagnetic fields near the conformal infin
I, which has a timelike character. The leading component
the fields have been expressed in a suitable parallelly tr
ported interpretation tetrad. These components are inver
proportional to the affine parameter of the corresponding n
geodesic. In addition, an explicit formula~4.16! @or, equiva-
lently, Eqs.~4.6! and ~4.21!# which describes the directiona
pattern of radiation has been derived: it expresses the de
dence of the field magnitudes on spacetime directions fr
which a given pointN` at infinity I is approached. This
specific directional characteristic supplements the pee
property, completing thus the asymptotic behavior of gra

FIG. 11. The directional patterns of outgoing/ingoing radiati
are the same and axially symmetric whenA50. In such a case the
PNDs k1 and k2 are mutual mirror images under reflection wi
respect toI. Therefore, there is exactly one direction given
c50 along which the radiation vanishes, both for outgoing a
ingoing null geodesics.
4-15
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PODOLSKÝ, ORTAGGIO, AND KRTOUŠ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 68, 124004 ~2003!
tational and electromagnetic fields near infinityI with a
timelike character.

We have demonstrated that the situation is much m
complicated in the anti–de Sitter case than in the c
L.0. The new specific feature is that timelike conform
infinity I is, in general, divided by Killing horizons into
several static and nonstatic regions with a different struc
of ~double degenerate! principal null directions. In these dis
tinct domains of infinity the directional patterns of radiatio
differ. For example, there are different numbers of geome
cally privileged directions~namely one, two, or none! in
which the radiation vanishes completely. These exactly c
respond to mirrored directions of principal null directio
with respect toI. Accordingly, there exists an asymmet
between outgoing and ingoing radiation patterns in all
domains.

As in theL.0 case@64#, it seems plausible that a gener
structure of the radiation pattern at conformal infinity d
pends only on the PNDs there, i.e., it is given by the al
braic ~Petrov! type of the spacetime. This hypothesis will b
proven elsewhere@62#.
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APPENDIX A: RADIATION ALONG SOME PARTICULAR
NULL GEODESICS

Here we concentrate on a geometrically privileged fam
of special geodesics which asymptotically take the fo
~3.11! with c50. It follows from Eq.~3.12! that this corre-
sponds either to outgoing null geodesics withd50 or ingo-
ing ones withd526/L.

In fact, the geodesicsc505d areexact null geodesics

u5u`5const, z5z`5const, ~A1!

in the whole spacetime, withr being their affine paramete
They approach infinityI along the~double degenerate! prin-
cipal null directionkRT5r , which is characterized by th
parameterc50, see Eq.~4.15! ~or by u50). It can be
shown that the Robinson-Trautman tetrad~3.18! is parallelly
transported along these geodesics,

kRT•¹kRT50, kRT•¹ lRT50, kRT•¹mRT50, ~A2!

and it is also invariant under a shift along the Killing vect
t , i.e., Lt

kRT50, Lt
lRT50, Lt

mRT50, respecting thus a
symmetry of the spacetime. Consequently, we c
naturally set the interpretation tetrad (k i ,l i ,mi ,m̄i)
[(kRT,lRT,mRT,m̄RT) in the whole spacetime, not only as
ymptotically nearI, as in Eq. ~3.21! for c50, d50. As
follows from Eqs.~3.19!, all components of gravitational an
electromagnetic fields are explicitly given by
12400
re
e

l

re

i-

r-

e

-
-

d
-
n-

n

C4
i 52

3A2

P S m12e2Ax2
e2

r D 1

r
,

C3
i 5

3A

&P
S m12e2Ax2

e2

r D 1

r 2 ,

C2
i 52S m12e2Ax2

e2

r D 1

r 3 , C1
i 5C0

i 50, ~A3!

and

F2
i 5

eA

&P

1

r
, F1

i 52
e

2

1

r 2 , F0
i 50. ~A4!

Clearly, the leading terms in the 1/r expansion give the pre
vious general asymptotical results~3.24! with c505d. In
the case of anti–de Sitter spacetime (m50,e50) the field
components obviously identically vanish. In the general c
the fields have a radiative character (;1/r ) except for a van-
ishing accelerationA and/or for P5`. The interesting
‘‘static’’ limiting case A50 has been already discussed
Sec. V C. The caseP5` corresponds to observers located
the privileged position whereG50, i.e., on the axesx5xb
and x5xf where the strings/struts are localized. This
analogous to the situation whenL.0 @20#, and an electro-
magnetic field of accelerated test charges in flat spacet
this is also not radiative along the axis of symmetry, which
the direction of acceleration.

Let us also recall~see@20#! that the affine parameterr
coincides both with the luminosity and the parallax distan
for the congruence of the above null geodesics. The radia
1/r fall-off of the fields is naturally measurable~even locally!
by observers moving radially to infinity, using both the l
minosity and the parallax methods for determining the d
tance.

Concerning the other special family of ingoing null ge
desics,c50, d526/L, e521, it can be observed that th
transformation given by Eq.~3.20! becomes singular and Eq
~3.21! is not thus justified. However, from Eqs.~3.8!, ~3.17!,
and ~3.18!, with the condition~3.22! for fixing l i , it follows
that in this case

k i'2
1

g2h2 S r 2r1
6

L
uD'2

6

L

1

g2h2 lRT,

l i'2
L

6
r 2r'2

L

6
g2h2kRT, ~A5!

which—somewhat surprisingly—fully agrees with expre
sions ~3.21! for the special casec50, d526/L. Thus the
interpretation tetrad along these geodesics is equivalen
the tetrad~3.21! along the PND given byc50, d50 @which
itself agrees with the Robinson-Trautman tetrad~3.18!# after
interchangingk i↔ l i andmi↔2m̄i , accompanied by a boos
~B9! with B526/(Lr 2). Components of the gravitationa
4-16
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and electromagnetic fields can thus easily be obtained f
Eq. ~A3!,~A4!. In particular, it follows thatC4

i '0'C3
i ,

C2
i ;h23, C1

i ;h24, C0
i ;h25, and F2

i '0, F1
i ;h22,

F0
i ;h23. Obviously, the radiative parts of the fields vani

along these special ingoing geodesics, which agrees with
expressioncm50 in Eq. ~5.3!, cf. Eq. ~4.15!. Indeed, this
direction is just the reflection of the PNDk1 .

APPENDIX B: TRANSFORMATIONS
OF THE COMPONENTS Cn AND Fn

The Weyl tensor can be parametrized by five stand
complex coefficients defined as components with respect
null tetrad~see, e.g.,@31#!:

C05Cabgdkambkgmd,

C15Cabgdkalbkgmd,

C252Cabgdkamblgm̄d,

C35Cabgdlakblgm̄d,

C45Cabgdlam̄blgm̄d. ~B1!

Similarly, the tensor of electromagnetic field is parametriz
as

F05Fabkamb,

F15 1
2 Fab~kalb2mam̄b!,

F25Fabm̄alb. ~B2!

These transform in a well-known way under the followin
particular Lorentz transformations. For a null rotation withk
fixed, LPC,

k5ko ,

l5 lo1L̄mo1Lm̄o1Lm̄o1LL̄ko ,

m5mo1Lko , ~B3!

C05C0
o ,

C15L̄C0
o1C1

o ,

C25L̄2C0
o12L̄C1

o1C2
o ,

C35L̄3C0
o13L̄2C1

o13L̄C2
o1C3

o ,

C45L̄4C0
o14L̄3C1

o16L̄2C2
o14L̄C3

o1C4
o , ~B4!
12400
m

he

d
a

d

F05F0
o ,

F15L̄F0
o1F1

o ,

F25L̄2F0
o12L̄F1

o1F2
o . ~B5!

Under a null rotation withl fixed, KPC,

k5ko1K̄mo1Km̄o1KK̄ lo ,

l5 lo ,

m5mo1K lo , ~B6!

C05K4C4
o14K3C3

o16K2C2
o14KC1

o1C0
o ,

C15K3C4
o13K2C3

o13KC2
o1C1

o ,

C25K2C4
o12KC3

o1C2
o ,

C35KC4
o1C3

o ,

C45C4
o , ~B7!

F05K2F2
o12KF1

o1F0
o ,

F15KF2
o1F1

o ,

F25F2
o . ~B8!

Under a boost in thek-l plane and a spatial rotation in th
m-m̄ plane given by

k5Bko , l5B21lo ,

m5exp~ iF!mo , ~B9!

B, FPR, the componentsCn andFn transform as

C05B2 exp~2iF!C0
o ,

C15B exp~ iF!C1
o ,

C25C2
o ,

C35B21 exp~2 iF!C3
o ,

C45B22 exp~22iF!C4
o , ~B10!

F05B exp~ iF!F0
o ,

F15F1
o ,

F25B21 exp~2 iF!F2
o . ~B11!
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